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Abstract: Since 1995, BAE Systems Electronics, Intelligence & Support (EI&S) 

has been developing and demonstrating the Commander‘s Decision Aid (CDA), a 

generalized sensor/information fusion processor and resource/response manager for 

integrated defense of ground combat vehicles.  The CDA was developed under 
several contracts to Prime Contractor United Defense for the U.S. Army Tank-

automotive & Armaments Command (TACOM).  The CDA performs sensor 

fusion, threat typing, prioritization, countermeasure response management, and 

countermeasure effectiveness.  To date, the CDA has been exercised in live-fire 
exercises against numerous threats at Yuma Proving Grounds, AZ.  The next step is 

extending the CDA to address new requirements in a network-centric operation.  

Initially the CDA focused on single-vehicle self-defense, the new growth for CDA 

needs to support network-centric—comprised of support vehicles (e.g., C2, 
multispectral sensors, weapons, resupply, UAVs, bridge laying, countermine, 

medical), overhead assets (SATCOM), seismic/acoustic unmanned guided sensors 

(UGS), and JSTARS.  The CDA needs to address a barrage of line-of-sight (LOS) 

and non-LOS onboard/offboard data.  Threats are multispectrally guided and 
unguided, and the CDA response times will be extremely short, including salvo 

attacks where the CDA must address simultaneous or near-simultaneous threats.  

Both cooperative vehicle sensing and countermeasures are required, and handling 

data with varying levels of accuracy, confidence, time-lines and coordinate systems 
is required.  Responses will include sensor cueing, threat avoidance, and counterfire 

(use of weapons).  Both rural and MOUT (military operations in urban terrain) offer 

a wide host of challenges for the CDA in that the it needs to respond to ―real‖ threat 

situations—verses false alarms, spoofing, and real threats that are aimed at other 
vehicles or misguided.  In this paper we review the CDA architecture, its functions, 

and high-level algorithm set.  Next we reveal some of the extended interfaces with 

the basic data available for processing, and delineate the extensions of the CDA.  

We close the paper by listing extended CDA challenges. 
 

 



 

1 Introduction 

 

Commander’s Decision Aid (CDA) – Since 1995, BAE Systems EI&S has been 

developing the Commander‘s Decision Aid (CDA) for the Tank-automotive and 

Armaments Command Research, Development, and Engineering Center (TARDEC).  

This involved understanding the GCV problem space, defining system requirements, the 

architecture and algorithms.  The CDA was designed to work with diverse multispectral 

sensors including an infrared warning (IRW) sensor, electro-optical warning (EOW) 

sensor and laser warning receiver (LWR).  Countermeasures include a directable IR CM 

(DIRCM), rapid obscuration smoke (ROS) with coordinated maneuver 

recommendations, Laser Semi-Active Homing (LSAH) CM and recommendations to the 
crew.  The CDA fuses onboard/offboard sensor data, refines the threat class/ID and 

confidence factor, prioritizes threats, performs resource/response management and 

assesses CM effectiveness. 

 

Typical questions the CDA must resolve accurately and quickly are: (a) Am I seeing 

clutter or a real target?, (b) Am I being attacked?  If so, by what?  Which 

countermeasures (CMs) should I use and where, when and how?, (c) Am I being spoofed 

(to get me to reveal my position or waste smoke CMs?, (d) Are there multiple threats or 

just one?, (e) If there are multiple threats, which should I defeat first?, (f) Are my CMs 

working?, Should I try something else?, and (g) What‘s generally going on in the 

environment and where are the threat weapon platforms? 

 

The functional block diagram for the CDA is shown in Figure 1 and the description of 

the CDA functions, which have been coded in C++, are given in Table 1. 
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Figure 1. The Commander‘s Decision Aid (CDA) Functional Block Diagram  

 
Each sensor contributes either reports or track files.  Reports are individual 

measurements like unsmoothed azimuth with laser type declaration from the LWR or 

offboard reports.  Tracks result when the sensor processes the individual measurements 

to produce estimates of kinematic parameters.  Sensor detection and declaration 

algorithms reside in the sensor hardware itself.  Threat information includes kinematic 

and threat classification/identification data which feeds the fusion function. 



 
Table 1. CDA Function Descriptions 

Function Task Description 

 

Fusion 

 Initialize tracks using onboard, offboard and pre-battle data 

 Determine which multispectral sensor data correspond to the 

same threat by use of kinematic, threat class/ID information 
at the individual sensor level and the relative time of the 

received signature information 

 

Threat 

Typing 

 Combine threat type confidence values from each sensor 

using Dempster-Shafer algorithm 

 De-weight the threat type confidence for offboard reports that 

become invalid as time elapses 

 Use pre-battle information regarding likely threat mix 

 

 

Threat 

Prioritization 

 Utilize threat type confidence 

 Assess intent using threat line-of-sight (LOS) information 

 Assess time-to-intercept using IRW signature data, using the 
vehicle LRF if available, or offboard sensors 

 Assess lethality using threat type information and anticipated 

side of vehicle that will be impacted 

 Factor in Response Effectiveness 

 

 

Resource & Response 

Management 

 Control onboard sensors 

 Provide crew threat track data via the soldier-machine 
interface (SMI) 

 Deploy/control countermeasure(s) (CMs) when necessary 

 Update crew of countermeasure inventory 

 Take into account crew‘s preferred CM list, CM exclusion 

zones, and other CMs that may be used at the same time 

Response Effectiveness  Use elapsed time to drop certain tracks 

 

BAE Systems EI&S has also developed a Systems Integration Laboratory (SIL) that 

allows the user to evaluate the performance of the CDA in a simulated battlefield 

environment. 

 



Extending the CDA for Network-Centric Operations 
 

The extended CDA will have to provide the overall single vehicle hit avoidance system 

(HAS) interconnectivity with a multitude of different combat vehicles based on a 

common platform.  Table 2 shows an example interaction of the CDA with the vehicles 

and sensors. 

 

The kinds of data used by the CDA include: 

 

immediate defensive concern – (a) ATGM/RPG/KE round weapon has been fired at the 

platform and needs to be countermeasured; (b) a fire breaks out in a critical section of 

the vehicle (e.g., the weapons compartment), and needs to be suppressed immediately; 

(c) the onboard vehicle NBC (nuclear, biological, and chemical) sensor detects lethal 

emissions and needs to ―hatch-up‖ compartments immediately; (d) top-attack weapon 

(e.g., SADARM, SFW) pre-firing band-cutter events or acquisition sensors are detected 

and the vehicle needs immediate stopping (play like a rock)/dodging and/or application 

of the correct countermeasure (like multispectral smoke or other); (e) a threat platform 
laser designator signal is detected (likely LSAH ATGM inbound) by the LRW (laser 

warning receiver) and needs timely LSAH CM (spot decoy). 

1. near-immediate defensive concern – (a) weapon will soon be fired – as discerned via 

the platform‘s LWR detecting an enemy laser range finder [LRF] or detecting close-

by ground troops via the platform‘s SA (situation awareness sensor)/tracker, or (b) 

detecting the threat vehicle‘s main battle guns pointing toward the platform via the 

use of received ―offboard‖ early warning sensors like from the RSTA 

(Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target Acquisition) vehicle, or (c) the UAV 

assets [organic air vehicle (OAV), small UAV (SUAV)] detects line-of-sight (LOS) 

threat weapon systems to the platform and within weapon range    so the platform 
needs to posture itself in the best manner – either become ―offensive‖ and/or break 

the LOS to the threat vehicle(s) for ―avoidance‖  some times the platform will be 
far out-weighted by the enemy and strict ―threat avoidance‖ will be required. 

2. more casual, but imminent, concern – the platform offboard reports indicate 

ingressing, near-term (minutes +) encounter with threat(s) and the platform needs to 

factor threat (convoy) speed, route, terrain, fire-power (weapons based on class/ID 

information) to help bias onboard sensor detection & classification for higher-

confidence decision making and to alert the commander. 

 

The data types for from/for the vehicle CDA are summarized in Table 3. 

 



Table 2. Enhanced Commander‘s Decision Aid Interfaces to these Systems 

 

LOS/BLOS 105/120 mm cannon self-protect weapon LOS/BLOS 

NLOS Cannon 120/155 mm cannon self-protect weapon NLOS – SADARM smart 
munitions 

NLOS Mortar 120 mm mortar gun NLOS self-protect weapon 

Missiles NetFires missiles self-protect weapon BLOS precision-guided munitions 
loitering munitions 

Armored PC dismounted infantry squad self-protect weapon 2-soldier crew 

CONTROL soldier work station self-protect weapon 1 driver/1 commander controls 
UGVs/UAVs 

C2 soldier work station self-protect weapon 1 driver/1 commander connects 
to Force & COMMs on the move / Seismic UGS Acoustic UGS 

SATCOM JSTARS Global Hawk Helo support 

Re-Supply general purpose  re-supply 1 driver/commander self-protect weapon 

RSTA 5 meter mast thermal imagers (LWIR/MWIR) day/night TV camera 10 

km LRF; Ka band radar 

360-deg AZ/EL 

155-mm Re-

Supply 

re-supply 155 mm NLOS 1 driver/commander self-protect weapon 

Recovery towing & recovery 1 driver/commander 

Medical evacuation & medical equipment injured station 1 driver/commander 

Mobility/Counter-

Mobility 

breach/lay minefields semi-autonomous self-protect weapon 

Bridge lay bridges 

SUAV pod (32 small UAVs) 1 driver/commander 

 

 
Table 3. Data Types to/from Network-Centric CDA Vehicle 

VEHICLE/ 

SENSOR 
KINEMATIC ATTRIBUTE other 

C2 receives/sends reports receives/sends reports – 
spot reports, BDA, etc. 

connects to 
‗Force‘ & 

comms-on-the-

move 

CONTROL UGV/UAV locations relays UAV reports to C2 controls UGVs, 
UAVs 

RSTA range, range-rate, AZ, 

EL 

EO/IR imagery, BDA day/night, [0-10 

km] 

BRIDGE location (lat, lon) impasse (water, swamp, 

etc.) 
 

MINES mine location (lat, lon) 
marks 

impasse (water, swamp, 
etc.) 

 

MEDICAL its location  level of injury 

NLOS MORTAR firing coordinates target class/ID aimed at 
(for UAV BDA, e.g.) 

NLOS 
protection 

MISSILES firing coordinates rounds remaining NetFires 

(precision-



Table 3. Data Types to/from Network-Centric CDA Vehicle 

VEHICLE/ 

SENSOR 
KINEMATIC ATTRIBUTE other 

guided & 

loitering 
missiles) 

ARMORED PC their location (lat, lon) info they relay 9-man infantry 

squad 

NLOS CANNON 

(120/155 mm) 

firing coordinates rounds remaining NLOS smart 
munitions (3.g., 

SADARM) 

155 mm RE-
SUPPLY 

its location rounds remaining supports NLOS 
120/155 mm 

cannon 

RE-SUPPLY its location inventory count general purpose 

re-supply 

LOS/BLOS 

(105/120 mm) 

firing coordinates rounds remaining [0-12 km] 

OAV OAV GPS (lat, lon, alt) imagery, acoustic, 
SIGINT, mine 

[0.5-1 nmi] 

SUAV SUAV GPS (lat, lon, alt) imagery, NBC [4-5 nmi] 

soldier-carried his location audio/imagery sensors on 
soldier 

ARV firing coordinates rounds remaining  

below in this section – onboard vehicle sensors 

IRW AZ, EL spectral data (class/type) launch events 

LWR AZ LRF, LSAH signals  

―local‖ SA AZ, EL general activity supports fine 
tracker 

fine tracker AZ, EL YATO/YANTO tracks PBO 

NBC localized NBC in/on 
vehicle 

compartment(s) actions taken 

Fire Suppression localized NBC in/on 

vehicle 

compartment(s) actions taken 

Mission data lat/lon of a prior threats class/ID/weapons  

pre-battle data   last minute data 

BIT localized subsystem 

in/on vehicle 

vehicle subsystem 

―health‖ 

 

    

below  (not near-term imminent) 

TUAV TUAV GPS (lat, lon, alt) imagery, NBC, SIGINT, 
COMMINT, mine, 

meteorological, SAR, EA  

[16-81 nmi] 

HALE UAV H-UAV GPS (lat, lon, 
alt) 

like TUAV [800-1500 nmi] 



ARV - armed-reconn vehicle (common missile & Hellfire) and medium caliber gun 300 
mm Mk 44 Chain gun 

BDA – battle damage assessment 

 

Table 4 summarizes the key areas required to extend the CDA. 

 
Table 4. Extending the CDA 

Extended CDA “fusion/threat typing” functionality includes: 

∙ need to add to the threat taxonomy 

∙ maintain track of the entities (and their locations/IDs) that the munition vehicles 

fire upon 

∙ maintain track of the UAV asset locations as they execute their reconnaissance, 

etc. 

∙ maintain track of the non-UAV asset locations as they execute move on the 

battlefield 

∙ correlate reports that originate from the same physical location by sensors on & 

off the vehicle 

∙ correlate reports of two (or more) offboard assets that get relayed to the vehicle 

at hand 

∙ other – incorporate national asset (satellite, JSTARS, E2-C Hawkeye) data 
∙ need to be able to address a moving vehicle (present CDA software is for 

stationary sensor against inbound rounds) 

Extended CDA “prioritization” functionality includes: 

∙ modified lethality profile where applicable (presently use a cardioid) for each 

vehicle type (armor differs on each) 

∙ threat intent will need to use offboard observing sensors (like RSTA, UAV) for 

ancillary YATO/YANTO information 

∙ TTG (time-to-go) estimates may be more deterministic using RSTA LRF 

measurements & multiple vehicle angle data 

∙ translate TV/camera imagery data (e.g., RSTA, local SA) to modify entity 

aggregate class/ID confidence factor 

∙ need to use offboard sensors (like RSTA, UAV, 9-man infantry) for ancillary 

CM effectiveness information 
∙ real-time commander‘s STTV (http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~reich/paper11.htm) 

[See Through Turret Visualization] system 

Extended CDA “resource/response management (R2M)” functionality includes: 

∙ add to the threat/CM option table for all new entities 

∙ need to factor multiple UGV weapon capability for ―offensive options‖ against 

line-of-sight (LOS)/non-LOS threats 

∙ exploit terrain for threat avoidance – triggered from any subset of 

onboard/offboard ground/air sensor inputs 

∙ re-route option due to mine detection by Mobility/C-Mobility vehicle 

∙ re-route option due to OAV/SUAV acoustic reports correlated with terrain 

information and vehicle goals 

∙ direct RSTA asset to obtain further kinematic/imagery information on entities of 

interest 

http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~reich/paper11.htm


Table 4. Extending the CDA 

∙ need IRCM jam codes for additional threats 

∙ real-time commander‘s STTV (http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~reich/paper11.htm) 

[see through turret visualization] system 
Extended CDA “countermeasures effectiveness (CMEFF)” functionality includes: 

∙ incorporate fine SA sensor tracker for ATGM PBO tracking to detect timely AP 

round ‗explosion‘ and/or YATO/YANTO 

∙ feedback from 9-man infantry squad sensors 

∙ RSTA TV/camera battle-damage-assessment (BDA) capability – especially for 

―offensive‖ responses 

∙ UAV BDA imagery feedback at time LOS/BLOS & NLOS cannon rounds 

should hit known target locations 

∙ real-time commander‘s STTV (http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~reich/paper11.htm) 

[see through turret visualization] system 

 

http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~reich/paper11.htm
http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~reich/paper11.htm


The ―Response Toolbox‖ is summarized in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Network-Centric Operations CDA ―Response Tool-Box‖ 

1 STOP vehicle ASAP – ―play dead‖ 

2 Exploit terrain to avoid threat – you saw him first 

3 Exploit terrain – you were pinged by his LRF, LDES, etc. 

4 Use offensive weapon – you have the advantage 

5 Transfer ―response‖ to a gang member 

6 Deploy cooperative CMs with one or more gang members 

7 Deploy cooperative offensive CMs with gang member 

8 Simply orient vehicle to handle the weapon 

9 Orient the vehicle to exploit signature management 

10 Assign other gang members to ―see‖ target/event too 

11 Out-dodge the round 

12 Factor wind with coordinated smoke CM & timely maneuver 

13 Deploy IRCM 

14 Deploy LSAH whip antenna CM 

15 Deploy LSAH spot decoy CM 

16 Deploy Eye-safe fire control jammer CM 

17 Inform commander – await his feedback 

18 Do nothing – simply communicate to C2 and gang 

19 Deploy UAV to enhance SA, do EA + NLOS/BLOS shot 

20 Request offboard ―overhead asset‖ reports for SA 

21 Deploy IRCM + AP radar for backup CM & CMEFF 

22 Turn vehicle with best armor for bullet fire 

23 Turn vehicle with best armor for bullet fire 

24 Purposely ―set off‖ mines 

25 Schedule/task airborne/SATCOM assets for SA/BDA 

26 Cue SA sensor fine tracker 

27 Apply onboard fire suppression 

28 Apply NBC suppression – close vents – alert crew 

29 Scoot and direct LOS/NLOS weapon 

30 Apply NetFires to ―overhead asset‖ coordinates 

31 Assign gang member(s) sensor(s) for CMEFF 

32 Reload NLOS cannon (120/155 mm) 

33 Attend to medical needs of crew member(s) 

34 Follow mobility mine avoidance route markers 

35 Lay down a bridge 

36 Launch one or more UAVs for SA/BDA/enhanced imagery 

37 Notify C2 of ―vulnerability‖ status 

38 Evacuate injured crew from vehicle or outside area 

39 Use RSTA for SA and/or ranging 

40 Focus sensors according to soldier direction 

41 Tow/recover damaged vehicle 



Table 5. Network-Centric Operations CDA ―Response Tool-Box‖ 

42 Bring home UAV asset(s) 

43 Send BIT (vehicle health) report to C2 

44 Factor in vulnerability (perforation/M-kill, F-kill, K-kill) 

45 Deploy a decoy in any capacity (‗yell‘ – shoot – maneuver) 

46 Sacrifice a gang member to avoid a threat/round, etc. 

47 Gain as much distance from threat/event as possible 

48 Request mine removal – ―play dead‖ 

49 Self-test/calibrate gang member sensors when ―quiet‖ 

 
Table 6. Network-Centric Operations Master Track File 

SM Composite 

Track number 

Sensors contributing to 

track 

Present Time tag 

CM health status Time since track was last 

updated 

Class/ID 

Class/ID 
confidence factor 

Range Range sigma 

Azimuth sigma Elevation Azimuth 

Lethality weight Intent weight Elevation sigma 

Time-to-impact Time-to-impact sigma Track #s for correlated 

weapon system reports 

YATO/YANTO 
confidence factor 

Vehicle health – delineate 
when ―0‖ 

YATO/YANTO flag [0/1] 

Time-till-required-
CM 

Geographic feature (ridge, 
forest edge, etc.) 

LOS/NLOS flag (0/1) 

Applied CM(s) CM effectiveness weight CM expendable inventory 

Need-more-data 

description 

CM exclusion zones Need-more-data flag (0/1) 

Sensor health 

status 

IRW spectral ratio Priority weight 

Lat/Lon/Elevation Obstacle & description Time-to-likely-encounter 
window 

Sensor exclusion 
zones 

Missing objects (expected 
but unseen) 

Exception report – 
description/rationale 

Cluster track #s Cluster description Vehicle health status flag 

(0/1) 

Mission database Threat database Supporting platform IDs 

Pre-battle database Speed/Heading window LOS visibility contour 
 



Table 7. Network-Centric Operations Master Track File 

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 

SM composite track number SM track file will assign track number to each entity 

Sensors contributing to track list of sensors that were used for the latest update 

Present time tag present ―global system‖ time that all net-centric elements tie 
to 

Time since track was last 

updated 

time since any sensor reports were used to update track 

Class/ID [Class] ATGM/top-

attack/LRF/LDES/LBR/obstacle/gunfire/tank/truck/human/e
tc. 

Class/ID [Class] confidence 
factor 

normalized number between [0,1] 

Class/ID [ID] SACLOS/Laser Designated/SADARM/SFW/T-72/M-
16/KE round/etc. 

Class/ID [ID] confidence 

factor 

normalized number between [0,1] 

Range range to object from platform 

Range sigma 1-sigma range accuracy 

Azimuth local inertial azimuth to object from platform 

Azimuth sigma 1-sigma azimuth accuracy 

Elevation local inertial elevation to object from platform 

Elevation sigma 1-sigma elevation accuracy 

Time-to-impact time [sec] for object to actually hit platform w/o response 

Time-to-impact sigma 1-sigma time-to-impact accuracy 

 

Lethality weight 

normalized number between [0,1] – that factors object 
class/ID confidence factor, side of the vehicle to be hit, and 

weighted lethality (damage) for that side 

Intent weight normalized number between [0,1] – that estimates the 

―desirability‖ of the object to want to engage the platform 

 

Track #s for correlated 
weapons system reports 

for objects that involve several other objects to form a 

―weapon system,‖ the track numbers of these objects are 

given (e.g., an LRF signal, IRW ATGM launch/ID signal, 
and a subsequent LDES signal all belong to the same 

―weapon system‖  3 objects weapon system) 

YATO/YANTO flag [0/1] binary flag that indicates if YATO/YANTO for the object is 

available 

YATO/YANTO confidence normalized number between [0,1] 

Time-till-required-CM time in future to actually apply the CM – where ‗time of 

application‘ is critical 

Time-till-required-CM time-till-required-CM ―window‖ – because true time will 
never be known 

Geographic feature delineates if object is terrain related – like a ridge, forest, 
swamp, etc. 



Table 7. Network-Centric Operations Master Track File 

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 

CM expendable inventory counter that indicates the number of remaining expendables 

for each CM 

Applied CMs list of CMs actually turned on, released, applied against, etc. 

CM effectiveness weight normalized number between [0,1] 

Need-more-data-flag 0/1 that indicates if more information is needed to estimate 

track parameters 

Need-more-data description what parameters needed (e.g., range, Time-to-impact, 

class/ID, etc.) 

CM exclusion zones angular regions around the platform where CMs cannot be 

applied 

Priority weight normalized number between [0,1] – function of intent, 
lethality, class/ID, Time-to-impact weight values 

Sensor health status indicator of each platform sensor‘s health (BIT) – like 
up/down 

IRW spectral ratio for 2 (or more) colors, the pairwise spectral ratios 

Time-to-likely-encounter 
window 

based on NLOS reports, the anticipated time platform will 
encounter 

Lat/Lon/Elevation coordinates where the object was sensed, encountered, etc. 

Obstacle & description swamp area, damaged/blocked road or bridge, etc. 

Exception report description of object(s) that should/shouldn‘t have been seen 

Sensor exclusion zones angular regions around the platform where sensors should 
be ―shuttered‖ 

Cluster track #s track numbers that belong to a track ―cluster‖ – e.g., group 

of detected vehicles 

Cluster description brief description of cluster – e.g., four T-72 tanks 

Speed/Heading window object speed and heading with estimate bounds (window) 

Supporting platform IDs platforms that contributed to this object‘s track file (includes 

aerial assets) 

LOS visibility contour line-of-sight contour around the platform (factors terrain & 

sensor data) 

 

Conclusions 

 
The CDA software will likely be an order-of-magnitude more than what the original 

CDA presently is (about 20K of C++ code).  The CDA has been tested in over 140 live 

threat firings.  The minimum CDA-to-Network-Centric Operations CDA transition is as 

follows.  A lot hinges on identifying the threat ―object‖ – in some cases getting the 

object class – preferably the object ID Assess threat type – even if we have not exploited 

any a priori threat training data  means we need to classify threats at least to the 
guidance type (class) – like SACLOS, LBR, LSAH, top-attack munition (e.g., 

SADARM, SFW), NBC  so we can still CM it 
 



SACLOS (DIRCM/APS/multispectral smoke with coordinated maneuver), LBR 

(APS/multispectral smoke with coordinated maneuver), LSAH (LSAH whip antenna or 

spot on ground decoy, APS, multispectral smoke with coordinated maneuver), top-attack 

munition (depends on where in the top-attack munition‘s trajectory we detect is  stop 
vehicle, move vehicle out of munition sensor LOS/FOV (hide/avoid, get out of the 

munition ―foot print‖ – as in SFW‘s 40 submunitions), NBC  warn crew/close 
hatches, etc. 

∙ Pre-threat signals: LDES, LRF, acoustic, seismic  imply – if – ―signal‖ is LDES 

 very likely (not 100% - as it could be a spoofing tactic) inbound and ATGM 

impact is likely less than ~4 seconds – if ―signal‖ is LRF  then we know the threat 
object knows where we are, could direct a weapon (tank gun, ATGM, call-in 

howitzer fire power, etc.), may not do anything further till later and his ―response‖ 

may be later, if signal is acoustic  then we know it‘s a tracked vehicle (maybe 
with ID like T-72) or a rotary-winged airborne object(s) – like a helicopter and 

possible ID 

∙ Detecting non-guidance and non pre-threat signal objects:  non-friendly UAVs via 
360

o
 sensor/offboard surface/airborne asset(s), gunfire (small-arms, main vehicle 

gun, howitzer, etc.) via acoustic UAVs/TLD, soldier(s) via 360
o
 sensor/offboard 

surface/airborne asset(s), vehicle  

∙ Vehicle onboard subsystem status/condition sensors (fuel level, fuel temp, derived 
fuel use rate, fuel purity, BTU content, oil level, oil temp, oil condition, particles in 

oil, derived oil loss rate, water level, water/glycol fraction, conductivity, clarity, 

communication/network status, traffic level, local nodes detected, buffer status); 

subsystem operating sensors (speedometer, odometer, GPS coordinates, direction 

vector, tire inflation pressure, tire temp, tread condition, traction, ride height setting, 

suspension stiffness, differential damping), platform internal warning sensors (cabin 

fire detectors, smoke, explosion, electrical discharge, hatch open sensors, mast up, 

weapon unlocked, turret in motion), platform external warning sensors (LWR, IRW, 

acoustic warning), mission-specific sensors (targeting & sighting systems, LRF, 

LIDAR, Fire-Finder radar), crew sensors (physical – heartbeat monitor, life sensors, 

body core temps, presence, respiration;  psychological – attention 

level/attentiveness, work load monitor, excitation level, wakefulness, panic, etc.) 



 

Acronyms 
 

Term Meaning 
UAV Unmanned air vehicle 

OAV Organic air vehicle 

SUAV Small unmanned air vehicle 

TUAV Tactical unmanned air vehicle 

HALE UAV High altitude/long endurance unmanned air vehicle 

LOS Line-of-sight [0-4 km] 

NLOS Non line-of-sight [4-50 km] 

BLOS Beyond line-of-sight [2-12 km] 

PC Personnel carrier (as in the armored PC with 9-man squad) 

C2 Command and control 

RSTA Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target Acquisition 

OFW Objective Force Warrior 

DTED Digital Terrain Elevation Data 
UGV Unattended ground vehicle (UGS = unattended ground sensor) 

GPS Global positioning satellite 

BDA Battle damage assessment 

SIGINT Signals intelligence 

COMMINT Communications intelligence 

NBC Nuclear, biological, and chemical 

EO Electro-optical 

IR Infrared 

LRF Laser rangefinder 

MMW Millimeter wave 

ARV Armed-Reconn vehicle (common missile & Hellfire) & medium 

caliber gun 

TBD To-be-determined 

FOV Field-of-view 

LSAH Laser semi-active homing 

LBR Laser beamrider 

YATO You-are-the-one 
YANTO You-are-not-the-one 

CMEFF Countermeasures effectiveness 

R2M Resource/response management 

SA Situation awareness 

SFW Sensor-fused weapon 

SADARM Sense-and-destroy armor 

WAM Wide area munition 
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